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SAFE HARBOR STATEMENT
This presentation contains forward-looking statements and information that are based on our management's beliefs and assumptions and on information currently available
to our management. The statements and information contained in this presentation that are not purely historical are forward-looking statements within the meaning of the
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended.
Forward-looking statements include information concerning our possible or assumed future results of operations, business strategies, financing plans, competitive position,
industry environment, potential growth opportunities, potential market opportunities and the effects of competition.
Forward-looking statements include all statements that are not historical facts and can be identified by terms such as “anticipates,” “believes,” “could,” “seeks,”
“estimates,” “intends,” “may,” “plans,” “potential,” “predicts,” “projects,” “should,” “will,” “would, ” “strategy,” “future,” “likely” or similar expressions and the negatives
of those terms. Forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause our actual results, performance or achievements
to be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements
represent our management’s beliefs and assumptions only as of the date of this presentation. Factors that may cause such differences include, but are not limited to, the risks
described under “Risk Factors” in our Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2018, as supplemented by our quarterly reports on Form 10-Q, and those discussed in
other documents we file with the SEC. Except as required by law, we assume no obligation to update these forward-looking statements publicly, or to update the reasons
actual results could differ materially from those anticipated in the forward-looking statements, even if new information becomes available in the future.
We expressly disclaim liability for errors or omissions in the information presented herein and for any loss or damage arising out of the use or misuse or reliance on the
information provided including without limitation, any loss or profit or any other damage, direct or consequential. No warranty of any kind, implied, expressed or statutory, is
given in conjunction with the information set forth herein. We make no representations or warranties, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of any
information, statements and estimates presented herein. Neither the SEC nor the securities regulatory authority of any state, foreign or other jurisdiction has passed upon
the accuracy or adequacy of this presentation.
This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to purchase any securities or assets in any jurisdiction to any person, and shall not form the
basis of any contract. The provision of this presentation is not and should not be considered as investment or financial product advice or a recommendation in relation to an
investment in us or any of our assets or businesses, or that an investment in us is a suitable investment for the recipient. No legal relationship shall be created between us or
any of our representatives, on the one hand, and the recipient or any of its representatives, on the other hand, by virtue of this presentation.
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AGENDA

Acquisition Overview

Matt Flake, Q2 CEO & Board Member

Introduction to PrecisionLender

Carl Ryden, PrecisionLender Co-Founder & CEO

Financial Summary

Jennifer Harris, Q2 CFO

Q&A
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ACQUISITION OVERVIEW
MATT FLAKE
Q2 CEO & Board Member
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PRECISIONLENDER STRENGTHENS Q2’S POSITION AS A LEADER IN DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES GLOBALLY

ACCELERATE
GROWTH

DATA & ANALYTICS
INNOVATION

COMPLEMENTARY
FOOTPRINTS

LEADERSHIP &
CULTURAL FIT

• Adds Innovative Solutions

• Data Creates Valuable,
Regional & Global
Economic Insights

• Deepens Offering Within
Commercial Bank Value
Chain

• Strong, Purpose-Driven
Leadership & Talent

• Enhances Land & Expand
Opportunities

• Powers Better Loans &
Stronger Relationships

• Global Enterprise Banks &
New Geographies

• High Employee Retention
& Customer Satisfaction

TRANSACTION HIGHLIGHTS

Powering Digital Transformation for Global Financial Services
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A Leading Enterprise SaaS Provider of Sales
Coaching Solutions for Commercial Banks

STRATEGIC RATIONALE
CLOUD-NATIVE SAAS

COMMERCIAL LENDING
VALUE-CHAIN

Deepens Q2’s solution set for critical commercial
lending function for global commercial banks

DATA-ANALYTICS
TALENT & INNOVATION

Augments Q2’s data with valuable relationship profitability &
pricing data as well as adding top data engineering talent

LARGE & EXPANDING
ADDRESSABLE MARKET

Expands Q2’s large existing TAM by ~$2B while providing
innovative product roadmap supporting incremental
future expansion

ATTRACTIVE GROWTH
PROFILE
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Accelerates time to value and improves margins with
modern, cloud-native SaaS solutions

Rapidly growing with attractive margin profile and
highly cash flow generative

PRECISIONLENDER DELIVERS VALUE-DRIVING, INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
FROM INSPIRED TEAMS ACROSS THE GLOBE

150+

~150

2009

GLOBAL CLIENTS

EMPLOYEES GLOBALLY

FOUNDED

13K+

5
OFFICES

ACTIVE USERS

1.7T

>$

LOANS PRICED ANNUALLY
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~8%

~9%

AVG. DEPOSIT GROWTH

AVG. COMMERCIAL LOAN GROWTH

COMPLEMENTARY MARKETS DEEPEN COMMITMENT TO GLOBAL
EXPANSION AND CUSTOMER SUCCESS

London, UK
San Mateo, CA

• Complementary Markets
• Operational Scale & Efficiencies

Charlotte, NC
Cary, NC

Lincoln, NE

Atlanta, GA

Des Moines, IA
Austin, TX

• Unified GTM
• Joint Client Success Planning
• Accelerated Delivery

Bangalore, India

Sydney,
Australia

• Reinforces Commitment to
Expanding Global Footprint
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PRECISIONLENDER’S CUSTOMERS CREATE SUBSTANTIAL ADDITIONAL
MARKET OPPORTUNITY FOR Q2
GLOBAL ENTERPRISE BANKS

REGIONAL & MID-TIER BANKS

COMMUNITY BANKS & CREDIT UNIONS

MARKET PRESENCE
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EMPLOYEE-CENTRIC, CUSTOMER-FIRST CORPORATE CULTURES CREATE
IMMEDIATE FIT & ORGANIZATIONAL ALIGNMENT

INTEGRITY
DIVERSITY
COLLABORATIVE
COMMUNITY
COURA
MISSION & CULTURAL
ALIGNMENT
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CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
& EMPLOYEE RETENTION

PASSION FOR DELIVERY
& INNOVATION

DESIGNING ENTERPRISE SAAS SOLUTIONS FOR DATA-DRIVEN COACHING,
PRICING & PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT FOR COMMERCIAL BANKS
Purposely and exclusively targeting
pricing and negotiating – a critical part of
the Commercial Bank value chain
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Enterprise SaaS for data-driven
sales coaching, pricing & portfolio
management for commercial banks

Founded in 2009 and designed
as a modern, cloud-based, APIdriven, vertical SaaS application
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2

1

Transforms lenders into bankers,
helping them transition from price
setting to price getting

4

5

Earns and builds trust with
customers while building
stronger brands for bankers and
their banks

INTRODUCTION TO
PRECISIONLENDER
CARL RYDEN
PRECISIONLENDER CEO & CO-FOUNDER
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PRECISIONLENDER’S EXTENSIVE LOAN & ACCOUNT RELATIONSHIP DATA
POWER VALUABLE INCREMENTAL DATA SOLUTIONS

Enterprise SaaS coaching solutions for
commercial bankers

Andi
• Enterprise digital coaching

• Applied analytics platform

• Powered by data

• Enriched data & analytics
capabilities applied directly to the
front-line business, transforming
insights into coaching via Andi

• Designed as-a-service, Andi
Skills Gallery & Andi Skills Builder
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PrecisionLender L3

PRECISIONLENDER’S VIRTUAL PRICING ANALYST DELIVERS CRITICAL
COACHING INSIGHTS DRIVING BETTER DEALS - FASTER

Andi
• Coaching solutions sitting on top of
pricing solutions – providing in-themoment coaching
• She sees every deal & relationship at
the bank for every customer
• She sees what the best bankers do to
win. She then coaches each banker…
For a deal like this…
For a client like this…
With a relationship like this…
In an industry like this…
At this bank…
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PRECISIONLENDER’S CLIENT PERFORMANCE IN DEPOSIT AND LOAN
GROWTH

%
8.7
LOAN GROWTH
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%
7.6
DEPOSIT GROWTH

Source: Based on FDIC numbers from December 2017 – December 2018

Q2 + PRECISIONLENDER ARE STRATEGICALLY POSITIONED THROUGHOUT
THE END-TO-END DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION ECOSYSTEM
Any Lending
Platform
with an API

HUMAN

DIGITAL

Customer
Relationship Mgt.

Digital Banking
Transactions &
Engagement

(CRM)

Intelligent conversations provide proactive
servicing & targeted offers

Informed conversations designed to find the
best loan solution for the client & the bank

Quickly & efficiently support compliant
underwriting and onboarding of loan products

Understand the credit portfolio, then define/refine
the right prospects and the right strategy
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Anytime digital transactions & engagement for
consumer, SMB & commercial banking

Deal Structuring
& Negotiation

Underwriting &
Onboarding

Portfolio
Management

Any Lending
Platform
with an API
Any Portfolio
Mgt. Platform
with an API

PRECISIONLENDER & Q2’S DATA ASSETS COMBINE FOR INSIGHTS INTO
LOCAL, REGIONAL & GLOBAL ECONOMIC PATTERNS & BEHAVIORS

>$1.7T

$680B

3.9M

13K

LOANS PRICED ANNUALLY

COMMERCIAL LOAN
PORTFOLIO

UNIQUE RELATIONSHIPS

COMMERCIAL BANKER
SYSTEM USERS

14.2M

>1M

REGISTERED USERS

BUSINESSES

~2.5B
SYSTEM LOGINS

~750B
FINANCIAL
TRANSACTIONS

~66K
BANKING OPERATIONS
SYSTEM USERS

>5PB

VALUE-CREATING FINANCIAL DATA
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COMBINED DATA FOR
APPLIED ANALYTICS
PLATFORM

INSIGHTS DELIVERED TO
BUSINESS AS REAL-TIME
OFFERS & COACHING

ROBUST DATA SOLUTION SET
WITH ANDI, L3 AND
Q2 SMART

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
JENNIFER HARRIS
Q2 CFO
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TRANSACTION SUMMARY
ACQUISITION PRICE

FUNDING

EXPECTED CLOSE

• Q2 is acquiring PrecisionLender for $510M

• The acquisition is being funded entirely through cash on hand

• The acquisition is subject to U.S. anti-trust approvals which are expected to take
approximately four weeks to complete
• The acquisition is expected to close in mid-Q4
• We expect this transaction to be accretive to revenue growth in 2020

FINANCIAL IMPACT
TO Q2
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• Anticipated one-time integration costs of ~ $6M-$8M over the next two years and
acquisition related costs of ~$5M

FINANCIAL SNAPSHOT OF PRECISIONLENDER
• High-growth recurring revenue model
§ Mix of software & services consistent with Q2
• Cloud-based SaaS profile yielding rapid time to revenue and attractive margins
• Gross revenue churn < 5%
• Multi-year contracts with upfront payments
§ Accretive to cash flow generation
• Large upsell opportunity as expansion modules come online next year
• Significant opportunities for cross-pollination & revenue synergies given the adjacency of Q2’s product
portfolio and relatively low customer overlap
• Cost synergies driven primarily by infrastructure optimization and complementary global operations
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CONCLUSION
ACCELERATES GROWTH & DELIVERS DIFFERENTIATION
ATTRACTIVE
GROWTH PROFILE

LARGE & EXPANDING
ADDRESSABLE MARKET

DATA-ANALYTICS TALENT & INNOVATION

COMMERCIAL LENDING VALUE-CHAIN

CLOUD-NATIVE SAAS
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Q&A
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